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NOTICE OF MEMORANDUM ON HEARING FEBRUARY 4th, 2020 

 

Comes now, Jason A Jensen (“JENSEN”), Pro Se, and hereby states: 

And no, JENSEN does not think he will state any Civil Law Citations for his Right to Express thought to his 

Government, this immediate case being his Judicial Branch of the State he resides in. IE, this is a simple 

Common Law, or Law of All Jurisdictions, Notice of Expression. 

JENSEN’s own case of complete denial SC20-54 was a manifestation of trying to file an Americans With 

Disabilities Act Title II Discrimination Complaint against the Court itself and the Court’s processes in the 

Criminal Rosado Case. This was done by Motion for Leave to File an Amicus Brief that was denied 

without reasoning. In summary, it appears the law and the Amicus Brief has not been taken over by the 

Jurisdiction of the Bar or, put more plainly, only the Bar Licensed can now file an Amicus Brief. 

Since this seems like such a dangerous precedent – JENSEN is going to violate all your Laws, Rules, and 

Customs to exercise his Right to Express Himself to the Power of the State. 

First, this case is obscene and a violation of the People’s Process. To have a Statute that allows the 

Executive to Challenge the Law before it even is Law, all for the lofty purpose of protecting a lawfully 

ignorant population because in something like the 14,000 man hours the Government Schools in Florida 
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have Students to Tutelage over approximately 12 years, no effort is made for the Average American to 

understand the basics and natures of the Law.  

Then the nature of this case is entire created by state generated limitations on governments. So much is 

made of the 75 word limit and the definitions of words. So although the world has reached the 2020 

years anno domini or year of our lord, and man has created machines of magic that control quadrillions 

of databits to display and produce video with sound, and people vote on these type machines, the ballot 

has become a limited affair and the State has been reluctant to embrace technology so that it can exert 

this type level of supervisory control over the people. The people are left going into a ballot box with 75 

words to decide a measure that will surely be draconian. If child protections laws, such as underage 

photos and video of “sexual acts” are a clue, whereas there are a multitude of cases where the children 

themselves have been targeted by prosecutors with a law designed and intended upon protecting 

children, then this law is surely going to succumb Floridians to subservience not desirable or spark a civil 

war as Americans have affinity to their guns. 

But I renew my Title II complaints here. Perhaps it is my mental defect the Doctor(s) say I have but 

doesn’t have inclination to explain it or try to teach me to overcome – however does try to feed me 

SSRIs and Neuroleptics which they have renamed into marketing material as Antidepressants and 

Antipsychotics respectfully – BUT ; this entire law is geared at addressing the problem of “Mentally Ill” 

people going on mass rampages of death. That is why there is such a focus on magazines and shell 

counts and the thought, as elementary and foolish as it were, is if you control the round count of the 

magazine then you have manages to control fire rates and capacities. No addressing of multiple 

containers or magazines or even multiple guns are contemplated. No, this a pure attempt to violate not 

only the State Constitutional Right to “keep and bear arms” but the Florida people enjoy a mirror of the 

same under the United States Constitution. And while it may seem wise to challenge Federal Statuate 

Law by a State Constitution such as the Medical Cannabis Laws of Florida – it must seem much more 
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unwise to challenge a Federal Constitutional Right with a State Right. The Supreme Court has 

maintained since the Marshall Court that the Federal Government has a Supremacy and our history 

adopts a chapter of a Civil War over such forces at odds. So all this Law could ever seek to enact is a 

violent discourse between the mentally ill and the lawful gun owners in combination with putting State 

and Federal Sovereignties at Odds by way of infringing upon an essential Natural Law Right such as self 

defense by making Gun Ownership undesirable or frustrating because an bona fide error is now criminal 

in nature. 

/s/JasonAJensen 

Jason A Jensen 
12912 Kellywood Cir 
Hudson, FL 34669 
(402) 598-1285 
jasonajensen@gmail.com 
 

Americans with Disabilities Act, Title 2, Request for Accommodations by Mr. Jensen: 

I, Jason A Jensen, am disabled and collect Social Security Disability for such disability of Mental Health. 
As such I live in a Motorhome so that I can exercise meeting new people. For this reason, I request 
special accommodations in the reply of this document. If anyone reading this intends to reply to Jason A 
Jensen then it must be made electronically to jasonajensen@gmail.com, jasonajensen@protonmail.com 
or jason.jensen@temperedenterprises.com. 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Jason A Jensen, did perform service to all attorneys of record using the Florida e-file system on, or 
shortly after as technology permits, February 4th, 2020. Does the date matter when I am just trying to 
be informative? 

 

/s/JasonAJensen 
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